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Best p laces for destinat ion wed d ings in Hawai i 
by Elaine Glusac, special for USA TODAY 

So gorgeous are the settings and so big the destination-wedding industry, that it's hard to find 
an island resort or hotel that isn't celebration-friendly. However, the following each offer 
something special in a range of island options 

The new Montage Kapalua Bay in Maui has a trump card it offers couples seeking to tie the 
knot: an event space "over the ocean." Or at least as close to it as you can get. The Cliff House 
is built atop the oceanfront rocks, allowing guests on the terrace to watch the surf breaking 
against the rocks below, as well as spy Molokai and Lanai in the distance. Though it 
accommodates only up to 40 guests, it's a fitting size for a small, all-suite resort with 50 rooms, 
and a short walk away from the resort, guaranteeing privacy. Other wedding-party-appealing 
features include three beaches, a multi-tiered pool, kayaking, hiking and an expansive 30,000-
square-foot spa. 

Nearby, The Ritz-Carlton, Kapalua is a more size-friendly alternative. The 54-acre resort 
offers a range of ceremony sites, from Lava Point for sunset ceremonies with the surf breaking 
below, to a 23,000-square-foot event lawn with capacity of up to 500. Receptions can be held 
indoors in the ballroom, outdoors on the lawn or in rooms that offer both indoor seating for 
plated dinners of beef and lobster and a private lanai for cocktailing and passed shrimp 
tempura You can even book a luau for your rehearsal dinner, culminating in a fire knife dance. 

ROMANTIC HAWAII: Island-by-island guide 

One of Maui's better kept secrets on the wedding circuit, the 72-room Hotel Wailea will 
complete a $15-million renovation in fall. Though boutique in size, the southwest shore resort 
offers a range of sites in which to exchange vows, including three lawns with garden and ocean 
views, and both indoor and outdoor reception alternatives, featuring menus derived from local 
ingredients. The hotel also operates a honeymoon bridal registry, allowing couples to register 
for things like a wedding website, invitations, excursions and dinners. 

Not far away, Andaz Maui at Wailea stands out for its ability to personalize events, from 
commissioning Maui artist-in-residence Shane Robinson to create an original artwork that can 
be reproduced as amenities for guests as notecards, to providing round-trip transportation to 
the marriage license office, hooking brides up with local dress designer Tamara Catz and 
arranging for custom made beauty products from the on-site herbalist in the spa on the big day 
Apart from the wedding, the resort hosts three pools, including one for adults only, as well as a 
restaurant from "Iron Chef' Masaharu Morimoto. 

Oahu offers the easiest airport for most guests to access, as well as an array of venues. On the 
high end, The Kahala Hotel & Resort has long been popular for island social soirees, from 
celebrity events to political power dinners. Reception sites range from the 300-capacity 
ballroom, to a lawn facing Diamond Head suitable for up to 60. The sky's the limit when it 
comes to designing the wedding, from bridal party leis to flower petals provided instead of rice 
showers. On-site amenities are similarly unique, including a dolphin swim program. 

Turtle Bay Resort, the lone resort on Oahu's North Shore, is both a romantic and family
friendly choice, with activities like horseback riding on the coast, hiking trails, calm, scallop
shaped beaches, hula lessons, swimming in two pools and a surfing school. The resort holds a 
wedding nearly every day of the year, with venues ranging from a private beach to perfectly 
manicured lawns over 840 acres with nearly five miles of beach. Surfer, The Bar is a fun venue 
for casual pre- and post-ceremony hangouts. All 452 rooms will be renovated by the end of 
2014. 

The Hilton Hawaiian Village Waikiki Beach Resort just reopened its Diamond Head Chapel 
overlooking a lagoon and Duke Kahanamoku Beach with the iconic peak in the background. 
Couples who hold their weddings on Friday evenings can time the vows to end just before the 
Friday night fireworks show for added punch. The 22-acre resort features seven towers and 
reception venues include the presidential suite in the Alii Tower offering one of the best views in 
all of Waikiki. 

On the Big Island's Kohala Coast, The Fairmont Orchid, Hawaii creates an indelible moment 
of arrival for the bride, riding in an outrigger canoe along with the father of the bride. Staff will 
set up a flower-trimmed oceanfront gazebo for the sea-facing ceremony immediately in the 
sand where turtles are known to bask. Reception sites include gardens, terraces, a golf estate 
and coconut grove The creative staff offers lots of fun options, including spelling out the 
couple's names in black volcanic rock on the beach. The 52-acre resort offers diversion for 
guests of every demographic, from a kids club to golf and tennis. 

The Sheraton Kona Resort & Spa offers some of the more unusual vow exchange venues, 
from a wedding chapel -the only one on the coast- to an underwater ceremony presided over 
the a manta ray expert known as "Manta Man." Located where King Kamehameha Ill was born, 
the resort offers as much Hawaiiana as you could ask, from lei exchanges to slack key 
guitarists Guests can sign in to a couple's on-line registry at the resort to fund massages, 
excursions and meals. 

On Kauai, the Grand Hyatt Kauai Resort & Spa holds about 150 weddings each year, a figure 
that speaks to the setting and the staff. Located in Poipu, with some of the best swimming and 
snorkeling on the island, the resort offers crowd-pleasing amenities including an 18-hole golf 
course designed by Robert Trent Jones, Jr., a lazy river pool, scuba diving lessons and a kids' 
camp. Weddings can be arranged on a beach or lawn or in a garden, depending on size and 
temperament. 

The island's most elite resort, the St. Regis Princeville does weddings for up to 500 in style, 
ranging from grand ballroom affairs down to intimate "I do" exchanges under a kamani tree 
backdropped by the ocean. Reception offerings include a tiki-torch-lit garden with cabanas, 
flower-filled tents on the lawn, oceanfront terraces and chandelier-hung dance floors. Guests 
will never have to leave the 9,000-acre property unless they want to, given the golf course, 
10,000-square-foot spa, infinity pool and beach. 

For a smaller affair, the low-key Hanalei Bay Resort on the north coast offers a relative 
bargain to couples getting married on the property. Accommodations, including condos with full 
kitchens, encourage settling in, and couples have the choice of tying the knot on the beach or 
in the gardens amid waterfalls and plumeria trees. While there is no restaurant on site, the 
wedding planner will direct guests to area restaurants for receptions. 
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